Mi10 Stainless Steel
Exquisite, Lightweight and Reliable.
Designed for every day carry
Features:

※ To turn the flashlight off, twist the head clockwise (loosen the head).

If this flashlight should prove defective, the product will be repaired or

※ Changing brightness levels:

replaced, under the above terms. Please contact Klarus or your

With the flashlight turned on, twist the head of the flashlight to the off

authorized Klarus retailer for warranty return instructions

position and back to the on position within 1 seconds and the brightness
mode will change.
Battery Replacement

※ Durable, compact and lightweight.

Unscrew the head of the flashlight and insert the battery with anode (+)

※ One of the smallest and brightest AAA flashlights in the world

side toward the light's head. Screw the head back on to test.

※ Digitally regulated output - maintains constant brightness
※ Max output: 80 Lumens. Max run time: 66 hours

Usage and Maintenance

※ Reverse polarity protection

※ Do not shine light directly into eyes
※ Use only quality brand name batteries.

Specification:
※ Emitter: Cree XP-E R2 LED with a lifespan of 50,000 hours
※ Three outputs, 2 lumens(66 hours) -> 20 lumens(5.1 hour) ->
80 lumens (70 minutes)
※ Battery: Single AAA (Alkaline, Ni-MH, Lithium)

※ Do not use lithium (Li-ion 10440) rechargeable batteries as they could
damage the light.
※ Remove battery when stored for extended periods.
※ Replace and lubricate O-Rings as needed to maintain IPX-8 rating.
※ Use soft brush and soapy water to clean the body of the light.

(Do not use Li-ion 10440 rechargeable batteries)
※ Switch: Twist switch, Adjust output by rotating the flashlight head

Warranty Service

※ Lens: Toughened ultra-clear glass

Klarus guarantees this flashlight against defects in material and

※ Dimensions：71.6mm (Length) x 12.7mm (Head)

workmanship. At the discretion of Klarus, flashlight products that are

※ Net weight: 21g (Excluding battery)

found to be defective under normal use within 2 years of the proof of

※ Waterproof to IPX-8 Standard

purchase date will be repaired or replaced without charge. This warranty
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does not cover damage caused by accident, unreasonable use or product
Operation

alteration. Failure to follow the general maintenance directions could

※ To activate your flashlight, twist the head counter clockwise (Tighten

result in damage to your illumination tool that may not be covered by the

the head),

Klarus warranty.
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